
 
ENDEAVOUR® ESP  
ARM PUMPS
Enhanced Bearing Support for Rugged Applications

OVERVIEW

Take ESP Production Further 
with ARM Reinforcements
As a result of the aggressive completion 

methods used today, operators face the 

challenge of producing high volumes of 

abrasive sand, iron sulfate, and other solids 

through ESP pumps. To provide advanced 

wear protection without sacrificing pump 

efficiency, Valiant Artificial Lift Solutions 

offers abrasion-resistant modular (ARM) 

pumps specifically designed to operate in 

these harsh conditions.

Our Endeavour® ARM pumps feature 

Tungsten Carbide (TC) ARM bearing 

sets and a unique stage geometry to 

provide superior down-thrust protection 

and improve the flow of solids through 

the pump. By increasing the ESP’s total 

thrust load capacity and extending critical 

component run life, this design provides 

operators a durable and cost-effective 

solution for producing unconventional and 

otherwise challenging wells. 

Robust Construction, Durable 
Performance

Valiant ARM pumps deliver greater thrust 

wear protection than compression pumps 

with equivalent radial wear protection. By 

also avoiding the precise shaft extensions 

required with compression style pumps, 

Valiant ARM pumps enable easier 

installation at the wellsite. 

Other advantages of Endeavour® ARM 

designs include: 

• Reinforced seal protection against 

excessive thrust loads generated during 

gas slugging

• Able to achieve a wider operating 

range compared to floater pumps of the 

same model

• Deploy the ESP at deeper settings 

depths to access more of the producing 

zone safely and profitably
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Applications

High sand, solids, or gas 
production

Critical applications

Unconventional wells

High-value wells

Features & Benefits
 › Reinforced radial stability and 

down-thrust protection at 
regular stage intervals

Achieve deeper setting 
depths and extend ESP run 
life in abrasive or gas slugging 
conditions

 › Wider recommended operating 
range vs. Floater & AR Floater

Maintain pump efficiency as 
production conditions change 
over the life of the well

 › Improved solids handling and 
abrasion resistance 

Reduce heating and wear at 
bearing-impeller/diffuser contact 
points for longer component run 
life and reduced replacement 
costs



OVERVIEW

4.00” ARM PUMPS

VC460 180-600 bpd [28.7-95.4 m3/d]

VC700 100-925 bpd [15.9-147 m3/d]

VC1050 300-1500 bpd [47.7-238 m3/d]

VC1750 500-2150 bpd [79.5-341 m3/d]

VC2200 700-2800 bpd [111-445 m3/d]

VC3000 1000-3700 bpd [159-588 m3/d]

VC4300 2000-5200 bpd [318-826 m3/d]

5.38” ARM PUMPS

VE1500 400-2240 bpd [63.6-356 m3/d]

VE 2700 750-3300 bpd [119-525 m3/d]

VE3300 1100-4500 bpd [174-715 m3/d]

VE4200 2600-5400 bpd [413-858 m3/d]

VE5500 1750-7300 bpd [231-967 m3/d]
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Extend ESP Run Life with Tungsten 
Carbide Bearing Set Enhancements
Valiant’s TC ARM bearings are precisely 

designed to improve solids handling. 

Beveled flanged sleeves, beveled thrust 

pads, and slotted bushings with internal 

grooves encourage the flow of solids 

through each stage, thus preventing 

accumulation and reducing wear over the life 

of the pump.

Each bearing set carries the down-thrust 

load generated by stage impellers directly 

above it, so no impeller or diffuser down-

thrust load is transferred to the seal section. 

Internal grooves (6)

Slotted thrust pad (6)

Beveled thrust pad

BUSHING


